Xuemin (Sherman) Shen is a Professor and University Research Chair in Electrical and Computer Engineering at the University of Waterloo. He has established a worldwide reputation as one of the foremost researchers in the areas of network resource management and information security for wireless communications. His research results have been highly influential in the wireless networking research community and have helped to set direction for others.

Sherman Shen has published extensively in first-rate technical journals and in conference proceedings with over 500 research papers. He has also made significant contributions to engineering education at the undergraduate and graduate levels, and has directed over 70 graduate students, including 27 PhD students, over the course of the last 10 years.

Sherman Shen’s passion for teaching and research have garnered him many honours from IEEE and the University of Waterloo. Tonight we have the opportunity to add to his impressive list of accolades with the honour we now bestow.

Ladies & gentlemen and Mr. President, please welcome Xuemin (Sherman) Shen as a Fellow of the Engineering Institute of Canada.